Proteobacteria classis nov. is suggested as the name for a new higher taxon to circumscribe the a, p, y, and 6 groups that are included among the phylogenetic relatives of the purple photosynthetic bacteria and as a suitable collective name for reference to that group. The group names (alpha, etc.) remain as vernacular terms at the level of subclass pending further studies and nomenclatural proposals.
at the level of subclass pending further studies and nomenclatural proposals.
Phylogenetic interpretations derived from the study of ribosomal ribonucleic acid (rRNA) sequences and oligonucleotide catalogs provide an important factual base for arrangements of higher taxa of bacteria (25, 26) . A recent workshop organized by the International Committee on Systematic Bacteriology recognized that a particularly diverse but related group of gram-negative bacteria, including phototrophic and heterotrophic bacteria, needed a formal collective name (22). These organisms are often referred to as "purple bacteria and their relatives," and this is not appropriate because most of them are not purple or photosynthetic. We believe that they should be named at the level of class.
This group has evolved relatively rapidly to generate a number of branches, including organisms of great biological significance but startlingly different physiological attributes .
These relationships invalidate the proposal for an interim set of higher taxa proposed in Bergey's Munual of Systematic Bacteriology (14) separating the classes Scotobacteria (for nonphotosynthetic true bacteria, which now prove to be relatives of purple bacteria) and Anoxyphotobacteria (encompassing the photosynthetic bacteria having photosystem I alone, including the purple bacteria). The remaining class, Oxyphotobacteria, can be retained as a phylogenetically valid circumscription of the bacteria having both photosystems I and 11. These and the other gram-negative bacteria forming the major phylogenetic group derived from the main stem of bacterial evolution can still be conveniently classified as members of the division Gracilicutes until further phylogenetic studies clarify some of the orders of branching or the need for status at the level of division. The grampositive bacteria form a more clearly structured phylogenetic group and can remain, as recommended (22) , assembled in the division Firmicutes.
The outstanding attribute of the major phylogenetic branches (a, p, y, and 6) within the purple bacteria and their relatives is the diversity of shape and physiology. Therefore, we propose that these organisms be designated Proteobacteria classis nov. (Prot.e.0.bac.ter'i.a. Gr. n. Proteus, a Greek god of the sea, capable of assuming many different shapes; Gr. dim. n. bakterion, a small rod; Proteobacteria protean group of bacteria of diverse properties despite a common ancestry). It seems appropriate to use the suffix -bacteria at this hierarchical level because it is consistent with an extant proposal of higher taxa (14) that is useful in * Corresponding author.
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the interim while the phylogenetic data are being integrated into formal bacterial taxonomy. It does not appear to be inappropriate or confusing to use the protean prefix because of the genus Proteus among the Proteobacteria; the reasons for use are clear enough.
This new class is so far only definable in phylogenetic terms. Above all, it is shown by the evolutionary distance matrix generated from homologies of complete 16s rRNAs, from which a phylogenetic tree is derived. According to Woese (25) a corresponding tree given by maximum parsimony of sequence selection recognizing unique nucleotides at specific sites results in a very similar topography. Few class-specific signature nucleotides of the 16s rRNA are determinable compared with those found in other major lines of descent of the Gracilicutes (25) . There is a preference for adenine at position 906 and for cytosine at position 1520 (a guanine residue is the eubacterial consensus composition at these positions). In terms of ribonuclease T,-resistant oligonucleotides, catalogs of Proteobncteria can be characterized by the following signatures (positions and distribution in parentheses): CUAAUACCG (170; alpha-delta), YCAC AYYG (315; alpha-delta; Y = pyrimidine), AAUUUUG or AAUUUUC (365; alpha-delta), CUAACUYYG (510; alpha, gamma, delta), and UCACACCAUG (1410; alpha-delta). The alpha, beta, and gamma groups correspond to rRNA superfamilies IV, 111, and I+II, respectively, as defined by De Ley and co-workers (3-6, 9, 11, 15, 16) on the basis of rRNA similarities (members of the delta subclass have not yet been included in such studies). The groups within the Proteobacteria are termed "subdivisions" by Woese et al., (26) or "subphyla" by Woese (25) . Only a comparison of full 16s rRNA sequences can be expected to convincingly determine the common origin of the four subclasses; other methods, such as deoxyribonucleic acid-rRNA pairing, comparison of 5s rRNA sequences, and 16s rRNA cataloging, are not capable of discrimination at that level. Table 1 lists those taxa which have been found to be members of each of the individual groups, and the methods that determine their phylogenetic positions are indicated in the references cited; the names used are included without prejudice. At this time we do not have a formal nomenclatural proposal for any new ranks between class and genus because thorough study will be required to establish stable taxonomic arrangements and phenotypic markers for those ranks (22) . The groups corresponding to the immediate separations within the Proteobncteria should be at the subclass rank and are so shown in Table 1 ; however, to emphasize that these group names have no formal status in '' Genera of phototrophic bacteria head the list of taxa and are followed by other taxa in alphabetical order. Only phylogenetically defined families are included.
References are not necessarily to the original presentation of data but are selected sources giving more comprehensive overviews. The subclasses "alpha" to "gamma" contain many misclassified strains which are not listed but which can be recognized in the original literature.
' The numbers in parentheses are reference numbers.
I' NP, Unpublished data of Stackebrandt and co-workers.
Heterogeneous genus. Genera assigned to the Enterobacieririceae by deoxyribonucleic acid hybridization data and not by rRNA sequencing (2).
nomenclature, they are put in quotation marks and not set in italic type. A few genera have been effectively aligned within a group (e.g., as a family), and this is indicated by direct reference without assignment of method. It would be appropriate to refer to a named organism as belonging to, for example, the Proteobucteriu alpha group.
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